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Friday.

The Eighth Army crossed the Straits in the early hours this

morning, unshelled and unbombed, and landed on the beaches without

encountering any resistance worthy of the name. They drove peacefully

down the road into Reggie. In the course of the morning they con-

tinued their advance against the enemy who simply faded away into

the hills.

That is the bare record of achievement of the first few hours of

what is one of the most amazing operations of the whole war. What

is transparently established is that the methods employed by Generals

Alexander and Montgomery for forcing an entry into the European

fortress have been abundantly justified.

The enemy must have known the general direction cf our attack

though net the 'precise point at which we should land; he was well

aware of the importance of preventing us obtaining a bridgehead on

the mainland of the continent* Yet he fabled to offer any opposition
and in that failure may be measured the extent to which the preliminary

softening up process has achieved its objective.

The Army was indeed well justified in the quiet confidence which

they had shown during the period immediately preceding the attack for

breaching the enemy fortress.

the

It nay now ho revealed that five days previous to/landing of the

Eighth Army several snail groups of British Commandos had been secretly
landed on the extreme south-western tip of the Calabrian peninsular

for reconnaissance purposes* Their observations had given grounds
for the Delies' that enemy resistance was likely to be feeble. This

was indeed the case, At five-fifteen, three quarters of an hour

ftor the first troops touched the mainland, green flares announced the

beaches cleared and after .that everything went as if by clockwork.
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